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[ACTS  OF  THE APOSTLES]

Discussion Questions:

1. Why do you think Luke felt it was important to interject this information 
between when Saul and Barnabas left for Jerusalem in 11 and when they 
have completed their mission at the beginning of 13? What necessary context 
does this chapter give?

2. With how Herod Agrippa is described in this chapter, what can you discern 
about him and his character?

3. What must it have been like for the believing community to hear about the 
death of James—one of the four pillars of the Messianic community—and 
the imprisonment of Peter just before Passover celebrations had begun, 
when the city was flooded with visitors and excitement? Have you ever had 
to deal with grief while surrounded by the joy others express during the 
holidays?

Acts 12
"At that time..."

Discussion Questions:

1. If the two primary audiences of the gospel Paul proclaims are (1) Jews and initiated, God-fearing 
Gentiles, and (2) uninitiated Gentiles, how do you see Paul altering the presentation of his 
message to each group? What practical examples can you share of how you’ve had to alter the 
specificity of a message to suit two or more different audiences?

2. The apostles did a lot of walking. I mean, a lot. From Perga to Pisidian Antioch was probably 80 
miles. From Antioch to Iconium was around 90 miles. From Iconium to Lystra and Derbe was 
likely another 100 miles. And when their time was done in Derbe, instead of returning to Syrian 
Antioch by way of the much closer Tarsus, they went back the way they came, still walking. In a 
way we could say that God works at about 3 MPH. How well do we deal with that in modern 
culture? How could we “slow down to catch up with God?”

3. Paul faces a serious theological problem here. If the message from Paul’s adversaries is that 
Gentiles can’t be saved aside from full conversion to Judaism, but the Word of God says Israel 
will be “a light of the nations, so that My salvation may reach to the end of the earth,” what is the 
problem? Literally, what doesn’t add up?

4. Recall the precarious position Gentiles were put in when they left their pagan religion to practice 
the faith of the Jewish people. They were breaking the law that didn’t apply to Jews. How do 
people in 2023 “endanger” themselves when they leave any other religion—or lack thereof—to 
be followers of Yeshua?

Acts 14
“A Door of Faith”


